Effect of Metal Electrodes on Aging-induced Performance Recovery in Perovskite Solar Cells.
For commercialization of perovskite solar cells, it is important to substitute the alternative electrode for Au to decrease the unit cost. From the early stage, Ag exhibits a potential to be a good counter electrode in perovskite solar cells, however there is an abnormal s-shaped J-V curve with Ag electrode, and it is recovered as time passed. The perception of the aging-induced recovery process and refutation for raised stability issues are required to commercial application of Ag electrodes. Herein, we compared the aging effect of perovskite solar cells with Ag and Au electrodes and found that only devices with Ag electrodes have dramatical aging-induced recovery process. We observed the change of photo-electronic properties only in the devices with Ag electrodes as time passes which mainly contribute to recovery of s-shaped J-V curve. We verified the work function change of aged Ag electrode and its mechanism by photoelectron spectroscopy analysis. By comparing the light stability under 1-sun intensity illumination we can assure the practical stability of Ag electrodes in case of being encapsulated. This work suggests the profound understanding of aging-induced recovery process of perovskite solar cells, and the possibility of commercial application of Ag electrodes.